A Pandemic Walks into a Bar:
The Covid-19 Pandemic and
Business Interruption Insurance
By Daniel A. Cotter
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nlike most catastrophes and major
events, which are geographically
contained, the Covid-19 crisis
has affected everyone across the United
States, with the vast majority of Americans
subject to shelter in place orders to “flatten
the curve.” With such orders came major
business disruptions and closures. When
people face the potential for major financial disruption to their households and
businesses, they seek sources of money to
help assuage the losses, as “desperate times
call for desperate measures.” One source of
potential funds that many businesses have
turned to is insurance and, more specifically, business interruption coverages. This
article addresses those coverages and the
coverage disputes storm that is brewing.
A Pandemic
While some continue to argue that Covid19 is simply a strain of the flu, the science
suggests otherwise. A pandemic is generally
defined as an “outbreak of a disease that
occurs over a wide geographic area and
affects an exceptionally high proportion of
the population.” Covid-19 is worldwide, in
every U.S. state and territory. While there
will always be deniers, the data strongly
suggests that Illinois and the United States
are facing a pandemic, unlike anything seen
before, with widespread death and illness.
Actions by Governor Pritzker and
Mayor Lightfoot
On March 19, 2020, California became the
first state subject to a stay at home order
when its governor issued an executive order
to that effect. Many questioned him at first,
seeing the action as extreme and unlikely
to happen in other states. However, on
that same day, Chicago Mayor Lightfoot
announced that City Hall would not be
open to the general public and that many
library branches would close two days
later. The following day, Illinois Governor
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Pritzker issued an executive
order, effective March 21,
that addressed essential
services and the shelter in
place stated.
Mayor Lightfoot joined
in the announcement. The executive order
was effective until April 30, 2020, but has
since been extended.
Broad Swath of Businesses Impacted
Pritzker’s executive order defined certain
activities, functions, and businesses as
“essential,” meaning that they could
continue to operate with some restrictions. Unlike some orders by other states
and localities, the Illinois order included
lawyers in services deemed essential. Lawyers here have been busy advising clients
on impacts from court and government
agency closures, and on a variety of other
topics.
Even for essential functions and businesses, Covid-19’s economic impact has
been significant. From gyms and fitness
studios to restaurants and bars, from Uber
to conventions, and every other industry imaginable, business revenues – and
indeed, the very ways they do business
– have been impacted. More and more,
businesses are looking to various resources
to mitigate their losses and provide some
measure of relief from the substantial
erosion of their business operations. One
potential avenue of recovery is business
interruption insurance.
Business Interruption Insurance
Business interruption insurance, or business income insurance (BI), is a form of
insurance that covers the loss of income
a business suffers as a result of a disaster
that is covered by the particular insurance
policy. Covered losses might include loss
of revenue, business closures, supply chain
interruptions, and loss of customers, as

well as costs to rebuild or decontaminate.
Typically, BI is part of a business’s property
insurance policy or is included in a comprehensive package policy, often known as
a business owner’s policy (BOP).
Property insurance, including BI, is first
party insurance. First party means that
the insurance applies to the insured’s own
property or person and the insured’s own
business. BI has several common features,
often with waiting periods before the BI
pays, documentation requirements for
lost income, requirements of full closure
in some instances, and exclusions. BI
also often has a civil authority provision
and a requirement that the insured suffer
direct physical loss or damage to covered
property.
Direct Physical Loss
Policy language for BI, like most coverage,
varies by insurer and by policy type, such
as BOP, that the insured has obtained.
Many insurers subscribe to the two largest property and casualty form providers,
Insurance Services Office (ISO) or the
American Association of Insurance Services
(AAIS), each of which provides insurance
forms, rules governing the forms, and loss
costs. Insurers who subscribe to ISO or
AAIS often adopt the approved forms and
rules that the services have submitted to
the various states.
A common business income provision,
whether in a standalone policy, part of a
property policy, or a BOP, states:
“We will pay for the actual loss of
Business Income you sustain due to
the necessary ‘suspension’ of your
‘operations’ during the ‘period of
restoration’. The ‘suspension’ must

be caused by direct physical loss of or
damage to property at premises which
are described in the Declarations and
for which a Business Income Limit
of Insurance is shown in the Declaration.”
Many BI policies also require that the loss
result from a covered cause of loss. Many
policies contain language such as:
“Covered Causes of Loss means Direct
Physical Loss Or Damage to Covered
Property except those causes of loss
listed in the Exclusions.”
Civil Authority
Finally, many BI policies include coverage
language for closures of businesses and
interruption caused by order of a civil
authority. A civil authority policy typically
has language such as:
“We will pay for the actual loss of
‘Business Income’ you sustain and
necessary ‘Extra Expense’ caused by
action of civil authority that prohibits
access to the described premises due
to direct physical loss of or damage to
property, other than at the described
premises, caused by or resulting from
any Covered Cause of Loss.”
The purpose of the civil authority provision is to expand the business interruption
coverage to apply when there is damage
to the property of another business that
causes civil authorities to prohibit access
to the area where the insured’s property
is located. For example, following a hurricane, authorities might cordon off the
entire area that was hardest hit to limit
exposure and subsequent damage. This area
might include businesses that sustained
little or no damage, but whose revenue
would nevertheless be affected by the civil
authority order. The civil authority provision is often invoked as well where a fire
or explosion or extensive release of toxic
pollutants has occurred in a business area,
and other businesses are closed temporarily
as a safety precaution.
Insureds have begun to file claims for BI
coverage, primarily under the civil authority provisions, asserting that executive
orders such as Governor Pritzker’s are civil
authority orders triggering BI recovery.

Oceana Grill Case
In the first of what likely will be thousands
of lawsuits, Oceana Grill, a New Orleans
restaurant, sued its insurer, Lloyd’s of
London, in Cajun Conti, LLC v. Certain
Underwriters at Lloyd’s London, Civil
District Court for the Parish of Orleans,
Louisiana. The case argues the civil authority provision of its insurance policy was
invoked because of restrictions and bans
by local authorities.
The Grill alleged that the Covid-19
virus meets the definition of physical loss
because “the global pandemic is exacerbated by the fact that the deadly virus
physically infects and stays on the surface
of objects or materials, ‘fomites,’ for up to
twenty-eight days, particularly in humid
areas below eighty-four degrees.” The
complaint also alleges that it is “clear that
contamination of the insured premises by
the Coronavirus would be a direct physical loss needing remediation to clean the
surfaces of the establishment.”
For its argument that the virus meets the
“physical loss” requirement of a standard
business interruption coverage such as
you have as a franchisee, the Grill relied
upon Gregory Packaging, Inc. v. Travelers
Property and Casualty Company of America,
No. 12-cv-04418, 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
165232 (D.N.J. Nov. 25, 2014). In Gregory, an issue of release of excess ammonia
from a refrigeration unit was present. The
court determined that, while structural
alteration provides the most obvious sign
of physical damage, a property can sustain
physical loss or damage without experiencing structural alteration. The court
concluded that ammonia, a dangerous gas,
which rendered Gregory Packaging’s buildings uninhabitable, constituted a “direct
physical loss,” sufficient to trigger coverage
under the Travelers’ policy.
Chicago Cases Filed
As of mid-April, several lawsuits similar
to the one filed in Louisiana by Oceana
Grill have been filed in the United States
District Court for the Northern District
of Illinois. The first two known cases filed
in Illinois were:
• Big Onion Tavern Group LLC et al.

v. Society Insurance Inc., 20 cv 2005Northern District of Illinois
• Billy Goat Tavern v. Society Insurance,
20 cv 2068- Northern District of Illinois
Each invokes the civil authority provision, and the Billy Goat lawsuit seeks class
action status. Both cases assert that the
March 20 executive order triggered BI
coverage under the plaintiffs’ insurance
policies with the common defendant,
Society Insurance.
While most lawsuits filed to date have
been by restaurants and bars and movie
theaters, other business types have also
filed lawsuits, including a dental practice
in Lake Zurich, IL.
Sandy Point Case
On April 6, 2020, Sandy Point Dental
PC (Sandy Point) filed a lawsuit against
the Cincinnati Insurance Company and
its affiliates in the Northern District of
Illinois. Sandy Point provides dental services. The complaint alleges that Sandy
Point has been forced “to cease most of its
operations” as a result of the orders issued
by Pritzker. According to the complaint,
elective dental work being deemed nonessential “affects over 95% of Plaintiff’s business.” Sandy Point cites to the American
Dental Association (ADA), which “issued
an advisory opinion telling dentists that
elective and routine matters should be
postponed during the quarantine period
for the sake of patient and staff health.”
The defendants denied Sandy Point’s claim
“based on the assertion that the presence
of the coronavirus… does not constitute
‘direct physical damage.’” Sandy Point
alleges that this does not comport with
Illinois law, alleging at paragraph 21:
“Illinois courts have consistently
held that the presence of a dangerous
substance in a property constitutes
‘physical loss or damage.’ See, e.g., Bd.
of Educ. Of Twp. High Sch. Dist. No.
211 v. Int’l Ins. Co., 720 N.E.2d 622,
625-26 (Ill. Ct. App. 1999), as modified on denial of reh’g (Dec. 3, 1999).”
The plaintiff also cites to the policy in
question issued by the Cincinnati Companies, noting that unlike other policies, the
one at issue does not “include an exclusion
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for loss caused by a virus” and that “a virus
is not a bacterium.”
Science and Interpretation
In a Law360 article, Coronavirus ‘Civil
Authority’ Coverage May Hinge On Science,
author Jeff Sistrunk discusses the Oceana
Grill case and notes that the battle over the
civil authority provision and BI coverage
in general might hinge on science, with
experts likely to battle over whether the
coronavirus can cause physical damage, and
over the question of whether the virus can
cause direct physical damage to property.
The arguments will center on cases such as
Gregory Packaging and Bd. of Educ. of Twp.
Experts will also have to analyze whether
Covid-19 was contemplated by the language that insurers have used in their BI
policies to address pandemic situations.
Insurance Industry and
Governmental Responses
About 15 years ago, to respond to SARS
and its potential, the insurance industry
responded to potential pandemics by
adding exclusions to confirm that losses
such as those now presented by Covid-19
were not covered. ISO filed form CP 01 40
07 06, entitled “Exclusion for Loss Due To
Virus Or Bacteria,“ which provides:
“We will not pay for loss or damage
caused by or resulting from any virus,
bacterium or other microorganism
that induces or is capable of inducing
physical distress, illness or disease.”
When ISO files policy language or
forms such as the exclusion, it also files
a memorandum explaining the policy

language. For this exclusion, ISO filed
LI-CF-2006-175, which discusses in great
detail the reasoning for the exclusion and
insurers’ intentions with various pandemics
such as Covid-19. Many policies include
the specific ISO exclusion or similar language that purports to exclude situations
such as the present.
Various trade associations, such as the
International Council of Shopping Centers, have urged Congress to guarantee or
pay for business interruption coverage. In
addition, some state legislatures, beginning
with New Jersey, have introduced legislation that would mandate coverage for the
pandemic regardless of policy language
or exclusions. The insurance industry has
pushed back and is closely monitoring such
activity, arguing that such actions would
raise constitutional and contractual issues.
At his April 10th press briefing, when
asked about what businesses should do,
even President Donald Trump said that
generally, insurers should cover insureds’
BI claims.
In addition to state legislatures, some
insurance regulators have issued data calls,
which require insurers to reply to information requests the regulators issue. To date,
the New York Department of Financial
Services and the California Department of
Insurance have issued such requests, asking
property and casualty insurers to provide
information on their BI policy language
and positions they are taking.
There are no easy answers to the coverage storm brewing over BI and whether
insurers must respond to claims. The
property and casualty industry is strong,

with surplus of more than $800 billion
at December 31, 2019, not including
reinsurance. At the same time, the lines
of insurance most likely to respond to BI
claims accounted for approximately $90
billion in 2019. The estimated BI if all
claims (submitted or potential) were fully
covered is $200 to $300 billion per month,
which would wipe out the surplus of the
industry in a single quarter.
No Easy Answers
The unique circumstances of the Covid19 crisis will lead to many disputes in
the coming years. The BI dispute arena
is one area where lawyers will have a cottage industry. When facing catastrophic
destruction of a business, potentially
never to reopen, affected individuals and
businesses look to every potential source,
including potential insurance recoveries.
Insurers will argue credibly – and with basis
in express language as well as interpretation – that pandemic situations were never
the type of risk contemplated or priced by
the industry. Thousands of coverage suits
are possible in the Chicago area alone.
Policyholders and insurers will be fighting over facts, policy interpretation, and
science, for decades to come. A pandemic
was not allowed to walk into a bar – but
the punchline awaits us.
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The Criminal Courts Adapt to COVID-19 Edition:
How the Pandemic is Impacting the Rights of the Accused

Amy Campanelli
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In the second of our series of COVID-19 related podcasts, our hosts Jonathan Amarilio
and Chastidy Burns speak with Cook County Public Defender Amy Campanelli about
the constitutional issues being raised and the impact on the rights of the accused as
criminal courts adapt to the logistical challenges brought about by the COVID-19 pandemic. Listen now at LegalTalk Network, Apple Podcasts, Google Play, Stitcher, and more.

